We use Chandra data to study the incidence and properties of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) in 16 intermediate redshift (0.5 < z < 1.1) X-ray-selected galaxy groups in the Chandra Deep Field-South. We measure an AGN fraction of f (L X,H > 10 42 ; M R < −20) = 8.0
INTRODUCTION
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are now known to play an integral role in galaxy formation and evolution. Although it is established that AGN are powered by the accretion of matter onto supermassive black holes, the trigger mechanism(s) of such nuclear activity is still a matter of debate (e.g., Choi et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2012) . The environmental dependence of nuclear activity may provide key clues not only on possible fueling mechanisms but also on the evolution of AGN with changes in environment (e.g., Martini et al. 2007; Shen et al. 2007; Arnold et al. 2009 ).
One long-standing candidate for triggering of AGN activity is major mergers and interactions between galaxies. Suggested by earlier studies based on the morphologies of quasar host galaxies (Gehren et al. 1984; Heckman et al. 1984; Hutchings & Neff 1992) , the merging scenario has also been supported by numerical simulations (e.g., Barnes & Hernquist 1996) , and clustering analysis (Hennawi et al. 2006; Serber et al. 2006) . On the other hand, various studies of X-ray selected AGN highlight the importance of internal processes, finding no enhancement of AGN activity in interacting galaxies as predicted by merger-driven fueling (cf. Koss et al. 2011) . These studies employ various approaches from detailed analysis of host galaxy morphology (e.g., Grogin et al. 2005; Gabor et al. 2009; Cisternas et al. 2011; Böhm et al. 2013; Kocevski et al. 2012 ) to environmental analysis (e.g., Silverman et al. 2009 Silverman et al. , 2010 . The discrepancies underline the complexity of the matter, including the degeneracies induced by the correlation between galaxy and AGN properties, the need for statistically sound control samples, the likely intrinsic dependence on cosmic epoch, and the different physical scales of environment probed (see Martini 2004 , for review).
The incidence of AGN in galaxy groups and clusters provides yet another observational constraint on AGN fueling mechanisms. Naively, there are two main prerequisites to be met for a galaxy with a supermassive blackhole to harbor an AGN: the fuel itself and active feeding mechanisms. Galaxy groups are believed to be particularly conducive to initiate nuclear activity because of the balanced condition between the supply of cold gas and the increased chance of gravitational interaction. Many authors have attempted to study the AGN populations in galaxy groups (Shen et al. 2007; Georgakakis et al. 2008; Arnold et al. 2009; Allevato et al. 2012; Tanaka et al. 2012; Pentericci et al. 2013 ) and in general these studies are consistent with a higher AGN fraction in groups than in clusters. This would appear to support the idea that galaxies in groups retain larger reservoirs of cold gas to fuel AGN activity than their counterparts in clusters.
Another important question is how AGN activity evolves in time. There has been considerable effort to measure the AGN fraction in groups and clusters at higher redshifts. Eastman et al. (2007) was the first to report a significant increase in the cluster AGN population from z ∼ 0.2 to z ∼ 0.6. Martini et al. (2009) confirmed this trend up to z ∼ 1, while Galametz et al. (2009) showed it extends up to at least z ∼ 1.5. This suggests that the AGN population in rich clusters has experienced substantial evolution due to the cluster environment from z ∼ 1 to present in a manner similar to star-forming galaxies (Butcher & Oemler 1984) . Studies of groups suggest a similiar trend with redshift, but with the AGN fraction in groups being higher than clusters at all redshifts studied so far. While the AGN fraction in the field also appears higher than in clusters at low redshift, Martini et al. (2013) find that at 1 < z < 1.5 the cluster and field AGN fractions are similar. Observations at z ∼ 2 − 3 suggest the AGN fraction in protoclusters actually exceeds AGN fraction in the field at these redshifts (Lehmer et al. 2009; Digby-North et al. 2010) .
Here, we report the incidence and the properties of AGN in 16 X-ray selected groups at 0.5 < z < 1.1 in the Chandra Deep Field-South (CDFS). Our sample is based on the galaxy group catalog produced by Finoguenov et al. (2014) who searched for extended X-ray emission associated with galaxy groups. An advantage of our study is that the large multi-wavelength datasets in the CDFS provide multiple mass calibrations for these groups which in turn allows us to derive measurements of R 200 , the radius at which the density becomes 200 times the critical density. This quantity is useful in estimating the virialized part of groups (Connelly et al. 2012 ) and enables us to explore possible radial trends of AGN properties. Our group sample also benefits from the high spectroscopic completeness in the CDFS. We combine our results with previous studies of the AGN content in groups and clusters to investigate AGN evolution in dense environments. Throughout the paper, we adopt H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω M = 0.3, and Ω Λ = 0.7.
DATA & SAMPLE
Our groups are taken from the catalog given in Finoguenov et al. (2014) . To identify groups, deep images of the CDFS with Chandra (Xue et al. 2011) and XMM-Newton (Comastri et al. 2011 ) were used to search for extended X-ray emission from the intragroup medium. To detect extended emission, we first remove the flux from point sources following the proceedure outlined in Finoguenov et al. (2009 Finoguenov et al. ( , 2010 . Point sources are removed separately from the XMM-Newton and Chandra datasets to allow for AGN variability and astrometry differences. The two datasets are combined after the point sources and background has been removed. For the identification of possible galaxy groups, we restrict our analysis to X-ray sources that are extended on a spatial scale of 32 or greater.
To verify the emission is associated with a group, we require the system to be detected in optical/near-infrared images. A red sequence finder is used to help identify optical counterparts. We further require that the system be spectroscopically confirmed using the existing redshifts from the CDFS. This analysis results in a sample of 46 X-ray groups spanning a large range of X-ray luminosities (10 41 -10 43 ergs s 1 ). A small number of these groups have already been studied by other authors (Tanaka et al. 2013; Ziparo et al. 2013) . Here, we focus on 16 groups between 0.5 < z < 1.1 that are both detected with high confidence as extended sources in the Chandra images and have good membership data available. We note that three (29, 41, 43) of the groups studied here are in common with the sample of Pentericci et al. (2013) (GS 4, GS 8, GS 5) . However, only GS 5 was identified as an X-ray group in their work.
With the location and the approximate redshift of the groups in hand, group members were identified by the method outlined in Mulchaey et al. (2006) . For this, we use a compilation of spectroscopic redshifts compiled by the ESO-GOODS team (MASTERCAT v2.0) with additions from Silverman et al. (2010) and the Arizona CDFS Environment Survey (Cooper et al. 2012) . We start by considering all galaxies within ±2000 km s −1 from the approximate redshift of the group, and within a radial distance of R 200 from the center of the group. From these galaxies, we determine the redshift (z) and velocity dispersion (σ v ) of the group. If a galaxy has a radial velocity that is more than 3σ v from the new redshift of the group, it is excluded from the group and a new mean redshift and velocity dispersion is calculated. We iterate this process until no further change in group membership is made. In each step, the velocity dispersion (σ v ) of each group is determined using the gapper algorithm (Beers et al. 1990 ). This process resulted in the elimination of no more than 1 potential group member from any of the groups in our sample. The final group properties are listed in Table 1 . The dynamical mass of groups in our sample ranges from log M/M = 12.7 to log M/M = 14.5 with the median of log M/M = 13.7.
We assess the spectroscopic completeness of our group membership using the MUSYC photometric redshift catalog (Cardamone et al. 2010) . We apply the same criteria above, and correct the size of each group with the number of additional potential group members found. For each group, we list this corrected size (N), and the size only including galaxies with spectroscopic redshift (N spec ) in column 7 and 8 of Table 2 . In total, we find 18 additional galaxies that are potential members of these groups, achieving a very high (88%) spectroscopic completeness for galaxies more luminous than M R < −20. Given this high completeness, any missed group members will have a negligible impact on our calculation of the AGN fraction since the Poisson error on the number of AGN dominates the error.
To find X-ray AGN, we match group members with the 4Ms CDFS Source Catalog (Xue et al. 2011) . For direct comparison with Eastman et al. (2007) , we identify X-ray point sources with rest-frame hard (2-10 keV) X-ray luminosity L X,H > 10 42 erg s −1 as AGN. We assume a power-law photon index of 1.8 to convert Chandra absorption-corrected full band luminosity to L X,H . Twenty five X-ray point sources are found. All but one of these X-ray sources is associated with a galaxy with a confirmed spectroscopic redshift. The X-ray sources matched with group members and their properties are listed in Table 2 .
We also identify emission-line AGN using archival spectra from the literature. Typically, separating AGN from star-forming galaxies requires measurements of the emission line flux ratio [ Note. -Columns: (1) Identification number; (2, 3) RA, DEC (J2000) of the group position defined as the center of the diffuse X-ray emission; (4) Group redshift; (5) R 200 ; (6) Velocity dispersion of the group derived using the gapper algorithm. Errors were estimated using a jackknife method.; (7) The number of group members with M R < −20; (8) The number of spectroscopically confirmed group members with M R < −20; (9) The number of group members with M R < M * R + 1; (10) The X-ray point source luminosity detection limit spectra for our groups. Instead, we use the classification scheme by Yan et al. (2011) , which mitigates the problem by using the rest-frame U − B color in place of the [N II]/Hα ratio. For all group members with a spectroscopic redshift, we look for archival optical spectra from which the redshift was measured. We found spectra for 104 sources (70%), 68 of which cover the Hβ-[O III] wavelength range. When both lines are detected, we measure the [O III]/Hβ line ratio by fitting a Gaussian to each line after a polynomial continuum level is subtracted. Otherwise, we infer a 3σ limit from the noise level adjacent to the line of interest. The rest-frame U −B colors are measured using EAZY (Brammer et al. 2008 ) with redshifts fixed to those determined from spectroscopy. Finally, we use the existing optical spectra to study the emission-line properties of our X-ray selected AGN. Only two out of twelve X-ray AGN with archival spectra covering Hβ-[O III] show emission lines. Therefore, we find that most of the X-ray AGN in our group sample are "optically-dull" similar to those found in rich clusters (Eastman et al. 2007 ).
RESULTS

The Cosmic Evolution of the AGN Fraction in Groups and Clusters
The determination of the AGN fraction critically depends on the AGN classification scheme and the host galaxy luminosity threshold adopted. Here, we make direct comparisons with previous studies by adopting the same AGN and galaxy luminosity thresholds used in the earlier studies. Through out the paper, the errors quoted for the AGN fractions correspond to the 1σ (68%) confidence interval of the Poisson distribution.
First, we compare our result with Eastman et al. Note. -Columns: (1) Chandra 4Ms Source ID; (2, 3) RA, DEC; (4) Redshift; (5) ID of the matched group (see Table 1 ); (6) Hard band X-ray luminosity; a photometric redshift our estimate for groups atz ∼ 0.74 is larger than that for clusters by more than a factor of 2. This factor is consistent with the one found for groups and clusters at z ∼ 0.043 (Arnold et al. 2009 ). If we only consider the 12 groups at z < 0.8 (z = 0.65) in our sample to better match the redshift of the cluster sample, we find the trend is weakened but still present.
We also directly compare our result with low redshift X-ray groups (Arnold et al. 2009 ). To match the low redshift sample, we limit our sample to groups with σ < −3.9 % (18/107), a factor of 3 larger than the 5.5 +2.5 −1.8 % (9/164) found for low redshift X-ray groups (Arnold et al. 2009 ). Note that our estimate is a lower limit to the true value since in many of our groups, we do not reach the depth of L X,H = 10 41 erg s −1 used in Arnold et al. (2009) (Table 2) . Therefore, like in rich clusters (Martini et al. 2013) , the AGN fraction in X-ray groups drops significantly from z ∼ 1 to the present day. We also note that our estimate for the AGN fraction in groups is consistent with Pentericci et al. (2013) which recently reported f (L X,H > 10 42 ; M R < −20) = 6.3 +2.1 −1.6 % (15/237) using a sample of 11 groups in the GOODS fields atz = 0.859. Five of the groups in the Pentericci et al. (2013) sample are selected from the CDFS. As noted earlier, three of these groups are in fact X-ray detected and in our sample. Although the Pentericci et al. (2013) sample was not X-ray selected, the high fraction of overlap between our samples in the CDFS field suggests that their detection method is also largely identifying more massive and evolved groups.
In Figure 1 , we show the evolution of the AGN fraction in groups and clusters. To properly compare the AGN fraction across redshifts, we need to account for the evolution of the galaxy population. Following Martini et al. Figure 1 , the frequency of AGN activity is enhanced in groups over clusters by approximately an order of magnitude for L X,H > 10 43 erg s −1 . In addition, we find that the AGN fraction in groups increases with redshift. This result is consistent with the trend found for clusters and verifies the result reported by Pentericci et al. (2013) for groups. Haggard et al. (2010) investigated the AGN fraction in the field to z = 0.7 using the Chandra Multiwavelength Project and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. By matching AGN X-ray luminosity and host galaxy R-band magnitude threshold with those of Martini et al. (2007) , they find an excellent agreement between the field and cluster AGN fraction at low redshift (0.05 < z < 0.31) for relatively low luminosity AGNs (L X,H ∼ 10 41−42 erg s −1 ). A somewhat different picture emerges for higher luminosity AGNs (L X,H ∼ 10 43−44 erg s −1 ). For these objects, Martini et al. (2013) found that the field AGN fraction is about six times higher than in clusters at low redshift. However, the fractions are comparable in these environment even for luminous AGN by z ∼ 1.25 (Martini et al. 2013) . Here, we find that at z ∼ 0.7 the AGN fraction for higher luminosity AGNs in groups is significantly higher that that in clusters. Currently, the field AGN fraction based on the selection criteria adopted in this paper at this redshift is not well-constrained and it is unclear whether the AGN fraction in groups is higher than that of field. As a first attempt, we follow Martini et al. (2009) , and calculate the "field" AGN fraction using the field hard X-ray luminosity function of Ueda et al. (2003) and the galaxy luminosity functions from the VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey (Ilbert et al. 2005) , the Las Campanas Infrared Survey (Chen et al. 2003) , and the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (Dahlen et al. 2005) . We normalize the number density of hard X-ray sources given from the luminosity-dependent density evolution model by the number density of galaxies brighter than M * R (z) + 1 where M * R (z) is given by each luminosity function. We find that the AGN fraction of our group sample is in general consistent with the field AGN fractions from luminosity functions at all redshifts and luminosity thresholds. However, we caution that these field estimates may be contaminated by galaxies in groups. Nonetheless, the general picture emerges that high luminosity AGNs (L X,H ∼ 10 43−44 erg s −1 ) are sensitive to the environment and that the group environment is more favorable for galaxies to host high luminosity AGNs than richer environments like clusters.
AGN Properties
In this section, we investigate various properties of AGN in our sample, and compare them with previous studies. First, we compare the X-ray and emission-line AGN content of groups and clusters. In contrast to the > 60% of galaxies in low redshift poor groups showing strong emission lines (Shen et al. 2007) , only 8 of 68 galaxies (18%) in our groups with optical spectra covering Hβ-[O III] show measurable emission lines. Of these 8 galaxies, only one galaxy has line ratios consistent with hosting a narrow-line AGN according to the Yan et al. (2011) diagnostics, and this object also has a high X-ray luminosity (L X,H = 1.4 × 10 43 erg s −1 ). In addition, there are three more AGN candidates detected by their broad Mg II emission in the near-UV or their broad band SEDs. In total, four strong emission-line AGN are found in our group sample, three of which are also X-ray bright. As noted earlier, most of the X-ray AGN in our sample are optically dull similar to the nearly disjoint population of optical and X-ray AGN in X-ray groups at low redshift (Arnold et al. 2009 ) or X-ray AGN in clusters at similar redshift (Eastman et al. 2007 ). On the other hand, emission-line AGN appear to be more common than X-ray bright, optically-dull AGN in groups that do not contain a significant intragroup medium component (Shen et al. 2007 ). These results are consistent with the idea that X-ray bright, optically-dull AGN are more common in more virialized systems, as suggested by some accretion evolution scenarios (Shen et al. 2007) .
We are also interested in determining if X-ray AGN have a different spatial distribution in groups than non-AGN hosting galaxies. To determine this, in Figure 2 we show the distribution of non-AGN galaxies and galaxies hosting an X-ray source in a groupcentric distance (r/R 200 )-velocity (v/σ v ) diagram. The velocities are normalized by the rest-frame velocity dispersion of each group. The marginalized distribution of each parameter is also presented in a separate panel respectively for Xray AGN and non-AGN galaxies. As can be seen from Figure 2 , X-ray sources are more centrally concentrated than non-AGN galaxies: 75% of all X-ray sources, and 80% of all X-ray AGN (L X,H > 10 42 erg s −1 ) reside within a half of the R 200 . Our result is consistent with the Galametz et al. 2009; Bignamini et al. 2008) . However, our result appears inconsistent with the result of Pentericci et al. (2013) who found that X-ray AGN are preferentially located at the edge of groups and small clusters at similar redshifts. The difference may be due to the different methods used to define the center and extent of each group. In the three groups in common with their sample, we find that the center determined as the peak position of the density distribution of each structure by their algorithm can be offset by as much as ∼ 23 from our estimate determined from the X-ray emission. Such a difference may have washed out the trend we see in Figure 2 in the Pentericci et al. (2013) study. We find no difference in the velocity structure of AGN and non-AGN hosting galaxies in groups, consistent with Pentericci et al. (2013) . We also find no correlation between X-ray luminosity and groupcentric radial distance or velocity.
Host Galaxy Properties
The morphologies of AGN host galaxies can provide valuable information on possible fueling mechanisms of nuclear activity. While such studies are often prohibited or biased by the presence of a bright nucleus in QSO host galaxies, most of the X-ray AGN in our sample are optically dull, making it easier to study the morphology of the underlying stellar population. In Figure 3 we present the HST z-band images of all 25 X-ray sources in our group sample using the Galaxy Evolution from Morphologies and SEDs survey (GEMS; Rix et al. 2004) . Visual inspection of the X-ray detected galaxies reveal a variety of morphologies. While several galaxies show evidence of nearby companions or merging signatures, the majority shows no clear sign of major merger. Thus, Fig. 3 .-GEMS HST z-band images of 25 X-ray AGN (L X,H > 10 42 erg s −1 ) from our group sample. Each image covers 6 × 6 arcsec 2 . Scale bars correspond to a physical scale of 10 kpc in each image. The Sersic index from Häussler et al. (2007) is presented at the bottom of each panel.
it seems unlikely that the current AGN activity in these galaxies has been triggered by an on-going major merger. This is consistent with the recent findings that most of moderate-luminosity AGN are not hosted by starbursting major mergers (e.g., Xue et al. 2010; Mullaney et al. 2012) .
In Figure 3 we also list the Sersic index on the bottom of each panel if available. These indices are derived from fitting a single Sersic profile component to the HST z-band images (see Häussler et al. 2007 ). Most of the host galaxies have high Sersic indices with mean n = 3.40±1.59. Although a single Sersic fit is a somewhat limited way to characterize the complex nature of host galaxies, it does suggest that these galaxies are mostly bulge-dominated. While only one (XID 292) out of 25 X-ray AGN host galaxies is clearly a major merger, this together with the high Sersic indices may indicate that minor mergers or internal processes may have triggered the nuclear activity in these galaxies as minor mergers can also make a significant contribution to the formation of bulges (Hopkins et al. 2010) .
To investigate whether the AGN activity in groups is correlated with star formation, we use 100 and 160 µm flux measurements from the GOODS-Herschel Survey (Elbaz et al. 2011) and PACS Evolutionary Programme (Lutz et al. 2011) . We find nine and seven detections, respectively at 100 and 160 µm among our 25 X-ray AGN, and compare them with the X-ray luminosities in Figure  4 . We find that compared to low-redshift optical or X-ray selected AGN (e.g., Netzer et al. 2007 ), the far-infrared (FIR) luminosity is higher at a given AGN luminosity, indicating that AGN in galaxy groups at < z >= 0.7 are hosted by galaxies with higher star formation rates than local galaxies. On the other hand, we find no strong correlation between X-ray and FIR luminosity although the FIR-detected sample is small. These results are consistent with the findings of other studies of X-ray detected galaxies. For example, Mullaney et al. (2012) report that moderate-luminosity X-ray AGN (log L X = 42-44 erg s −1 ) at similar redshifts show no correlation between star formation and AGN luminosity and that the star formation rate of X-ray AGN host galaxies increases strongly from z∼0 to 3 (see their Figure 5 ). This may indicate that X-ray AGN host galaxies in the group environment follow a similar trend of a relative growth of stars and supermassive black holes to the general galaxy population in other environments at the same redshift while the higher X-ray AGN fraction in group galaxies implies that the triggering of AGN and star formation is more frequent in the group environment than in the cluster environment. The higher AGN fraction is presumably due to the larger gas content and favorable conditions for dynamical interaction among member galaxies.
SUMMARY
We have studied the X-ray and optical AGN population in 16 X-ray-selected groups at 0.5 < z < 1.1 in the Chandra Deep Field South. Our sample benefits from the extensive analysis of deep X-ray images of CDFS, and also from the rich archival data available from various sources. Specifically, we achieve high spectroscopic completeness which rules out false positive assignments of AGN to groups. We summarize our results as follows:
• We measure an X-ray AGN fraction of f (L X,H > 10 42 ; M R < −20) = 8.0
74. This AGN fraction is higher than that found for similar groups at low redshift.
• Similar to the results found at low redshift, the AGN fraction is higher in groups than in clusters at intermediate redshifts. This result is consistent with the expectation that galaxies in groups contain more cold gas and are more likely to experience an interaction than galaxies in rich clusters.
• Most of the X-ray detected AGN in these groups are optically dull (i.e. do not contain strong emission lines) similar to those found in rich clusters.
• We find that X-ray AGN are more centrally concentrated in groups than non-AGN hosting galaxies. However, we find no apparent trend between the X-ray luminosity of the AGN and the groupcentric radial distance or velocity. Note that AGN luminosity has been derived from Xray luminosity using the bolometric correction method (Rigby et al. 2009 ). The locus of AGN host galaxies without star formation (pure AGN) is also indicated by a solid line with 1-σ dispersion (Mullaney et al. 2011; Rosario et al. 2012 ).
• The majority of the X-ray AGN host galaxies are bulge-dominated systems. Only one of the 25 galaxies shows clear evidence of an on-going major merger.
• By comparing the far-infrared and X-ray luminosities of X-ray detected galaxies, we find that star formation rate for given AGN luminosity is higher than in local AGN host galaxies. This trend is similar to that of X-ray AGN host galaxies in general (Mullaney et al. 2012) , suggesting that the relative growth of stars and supermassive black holes in the group environment is similar to that in other environments.
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